Of this audacious standpoint, Proclus wrote a famous refutation which occupies chapters  to  of his De malorum subsistentia (On the Existence of Evils 3 ), where Plotinus' doctrine is pushed to its last limit. According to Proclus, if matter is indeed evil, either we are faced with a fundamental dualism bringing two original antithetical principles together, or evil has proceeded from the Good and the responsibility for evil falls back on the Good itself. The first option is judged by Proclus to contravene the very axioms of Neoplatonism, given that multiplicity always presupposes the prior existence of a unity: Plotinus himself refuses to follow this option. 4 The second option, however, which is supported by Plotinus, seems just as impracticable to Proclus, who offers several objections to it, most notably (in chapters  to ): [] that since the cause is, by definition, superior to its effect, the generating principle of evil would be even worse than the evil of which it is the principle; from this, there would follow an inversion of its own qualities (it would be good and evil at the same time), and a corresponding inversion in its effect.
[] If it is necessary for the universe's construction, matter cannot be an absolute evil.
[] If matter is truly impassible, it should not be able to oppose itself to anything. [] Matter cannot be the cause of the soul's fall, because the soul's weakness intervenes before matter does.
[] Moreover, if matter was the cause of the soul's fall, how could one explain the difference in attitudes among the souls? [] And what action could be imposed on others by a matter that is incapable of acting in principle and is itself without quality? [] Finally, if the soul's appetite for the sensible is the cause of its fall, it is not matter, but rather the appetite that is evil; if it is matter, then the soul no longer has either autonomy or any choice left to exercise-an untenable conclusion.
According to Proclus, God cannot produce evil anymore than heat can produce cold. In fact, neither unmixed nor original evil exists, but evil actually reveals itself as a simple negative correspondent of each level of good, it is a "subcontrary to some good, though not to all the good" (De mal. subs., op. cit. [note ], § , , ; § , , ), and as long as it does not have a principal cause, but rather several causes. It has only a "counter-existence", or a "parasitic" existence (παρυπ στασις), 5 since it
